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Free your spirit
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The feeling is natural. It urges you to express yourself. Have fun. Hold nothing back.
Behind the wheel of the new Suzuki Swift Sport, the way ahead is as clear as the sky is
blue. Press forward, and let the whys, whens, and wheres of your day dissolve.
Each road you discover holds an unbreakable promise: Your spirit is free.
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Now is the time that matters most in the new Swift Sport. It’s the moment you feel the pulse
of the engine in the grip of your hand and the grip of the tyres in the beat of your heart.
Dynamic and light-feeling performance gives a clear signal that there’s more in store. It says
drive because you love to, not just to get from point A to point B.

Keep on driving
04
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From a bold front grille that announces
dynamic engine performance to a
ﬂowing rooﬂine with rooftop spoiler, the
new Swift Sport’s performance-focused
design gives a powerful presence and
the inspiration to get the most from
every drive. Beautifully aerodynamic.
Aggressively digniﬁed from tip to tail. So
far beyond expectations, you’ll have to
set the bar higher.
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Surpassing
all expectations
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Instruments and controls:

Knowledge promotes conﬁdence, so sporty, high-legibility,
ﬁve-dial meters keep you informed.
A digital display shows a tripmeter/odometer, a clock, the
outside temperature, the fuel consumption, and the range on
remaining fuel.
1

1

The tilt- and telescope-adjustable steering wheel is
covered with soft leather for a natural grip. Buttons let
you control the audio without letting go of the steering
wheel. They also activate a cruise-control system,
which lets you release the accelerator on long drives.
An extensively adjustable driver’s seat positions you
for sporty driving enjoyment. Exclusive “Sport”
upholstery highlights the new Swift Sport’s dynamic
personality.
1. The Swift Sport has a keyless push-start system.
Just carry a small transmitter, and you can lock and
unlock the doors and tailgate by pushing buttons on
them or by remote control. And you can start the
engine by pushing a button on the instrument panel.

This photo shows the controls with their backlighting turned on.

2. Finger rests on the steering wheel add to the
essential feeling of control.
3. The stitching and silver details on the shift lever
reﬂect Suzuki’s focus on sportiness.
2
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Stainless-steel
pedals have a
sporty look and
feel for added
driving enjoyment.

Relax with an automatic air conditioner and a
Bluetooth®*1 -equipped CD tuner. You can
even play an iPod*2 through the car’s speakers
thanks to a USB socket in the centre console.

Thrills in the details

Every part of the new Swift Sport’s sporty cockpit turns your mind toward an open road of excitement.
Strap into the fully supportive driver’s seat and wrap yourself in the freedom of comfort.
A glance at the ﬁve-dial meter cluster is a reminder that performance has a purpose.
Now grip the soft leather steering wheel and immerse yourself in the next bend in the road.
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During sporty driving, you’ll appreciate the
extra support that comes from the driver’s
seat’s deep bolsters and from side-support
pipes hidden inside them.

*1 Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. *2 iPod is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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M16A 1.6-litre petrol engine:
An eﬃcient engine is vital for sporty driving pleasure,
so the new Swift Sport’s 1.6-litre engine has a variable
intake system and other advanced technologies that
draw more air into the cylinders. The beneﬁts are
sharper, more exhilarating acceleration together with
fuel consumption of just 6.4L/100km* and CO2
emissions of just 147g/km*.
The engine’s maximum output is a near-class-topping
100kW. Plus, the engine gives high torque across the
rev range. So you can count on thrilling acceleration
and a great feeling of control in the kind of driving
conditions that most of us encounter every day.

The six-speed manual
transmission lets you take full
advantage of the engine’s
high output for great
acceleration. It has a light,
positive shift action for a truly
sporty experience.
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Dual exhaust pipes and a
metallic-grey diﬀuser look
great and enhance the new
Swift Sport’s exhilarating
performance.
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M16A engine

Follow your heartbeat

Thanks to an evolution of the Swift Sport’s naturally aspirated engine, peppy acceleration goes hand in hand
with great fuel economy. The new peak in eﬃciency not only satisﬁes your desire for sharp performance but
also answers the global need for low CO2 emissions. A six-speed manual transmission heightens the
excitement by fully engaging you in the drive.
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Maximum output

Fuel consumption

Maximum torque

CO2 emissions

100/6,900 kW/rpm
160/4,400 N.m/rpm

6.4L/100km*

Shorter intake passages at low and
high engine speeds

Longer intake passages at
mid-range engine speeds

147g/km*

Selection valve

The variable intake
system varies the
intake-passage length
to maximize the
engine’s air intake.

*The indicated fuel consumption and CO2 emissions are combined ﬁgures based on a Euro 5 standard formula.
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Immaculately crafted design makes the new Swift Sport shine. Distinctive ﬁns on the big
foglamp bezels, for instance, display the car’s aggressive edge. And metallic-grey colouring
highlights the sharp styling of the high-intensity discharge (HID) headlamps.
Every aspect of the design points toward dynamic performance and destinations unlimited.

Dynamic craftsmanship
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Suspension system:

Front ventilated disc brake

An uprated suspension system with Monroe®*
shock absorbers means you can count on
conﬁdence-inspiring, sure-footed handling even
while you’re driving at high speeds. Some of the
key beneﬁts are great cornering stability and
satisfyingly quick response to every turn of the
steering wheel.
A brand-new design for the rear
suspension helps to assure
great cornering stability even in
severe driving conditions.

Uprated front suspension struts with built-in
rebound springs keep roll angles impressively small
without compromising ride comfort, so cornering
manoeuvres feel smooth and controlled.

Rear disc brake

Front and rear disc
brakes inspire
conﬁdence by giving
plenty of stopping
power with a natural,
linear pedal feel.

Enhanced components in the
front suspension play a big part
in ensuring quick, natural-feeling
response to steering inputs.

Roller

Conﬁdence grips you

The greater your sense of control, the freer your spirit runs. So Suzuki developed the chassis systems, the
wheels, and even the tyres specially for the new Swift Sport to ensure that it grips and handles exactly as you
expect. As the new Swift Sport transmits your will to the road, conﬁdence takes hold. Then, as you tune into
its precise response on every twist and bend, you feel the excitement building.
14

The wheel rims are made in a ﬂow-forming process
that makes them both light and strong.

Mandrel

Seventeen-inch aluminium-alloy wheels combine great looks with the low weight that’s vital for nimble footwork.

* Monroe is a registered trademark of Tenneco.
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There’s plenty of room for rear-seat passengers,
and there are plenty of handy storage spaces.
Safety is vital for conﬁdent, enjoyable driving, so
the body directs impact forces away from people
in the cabin in the event of an unavoidable
collision. Extensive use of high-tensile steel makes
the body strong and light.
Wheel on one side spins on
slippery surface, making
standing start diﬃcult.

ESP® applies brake to
spinning wheel.

Car smoothly
starts moving.

Driving force

Extra protection comes from a seven-airbag system that
includes a driver’s knee airbag.

Torque is transmitted to wheel
on opposite side.

Engine
torque
reduced

Braking force

Without
ESP®
Braking force

With ESP®
Without ESP®
Front wheel-slip

Rear wheel-slip

An ESP®* (Electronic Stability Program)
boosts stability by controlling the braking forces
and engine torque to counteract wheel-slip.

Protective body

Take comfort

Performance, safety, and comfort go hand in hand in the new Swift Sport. Comprehensive safety measures
expand the driving experience by protecting you and enhancing your ability to manoeuvre away from dangers on
the road. Automatic lamps and available rear parking sensors give even greater conﬁdence. And a generously
roomy, people-friendly cabin assures the relaxation you need to focus on enjoying the drive.
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Instrument-panel
upper box

Front bottle holder

Door pocket with
bottle holder
* ESP is a registered trademark of Daimler AG.
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Feel the beat in the engine,
the rhythm set by the grip of
the wheels on the road.
No matter where you’re going,
it takes a back seat to the pure joy
of driving to get there.
As your spirit runs free,
change it up a gear.
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Change it up
a gear
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